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Registered [Latest]Nanfang Nanfang (; lit. "New South") is a

subdistrict of the town of Anqing (), Anhui, China, located in the
west of the prefecture-level city of Xuancheng. The area has a

population of over 4,000, and is a major industrial centre of Anhui.
History Anhui was originally named Chu (), which is now known as
Anhui. The name Nanfang ("South of the River") was given to the
area by Tang Dynasty artist Su Dongpo. In 635, the lands were
returned to the state from the Tang dynasty. In the year 760,
Nanfang was renamed Anfang () and in 848, it was renamed
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Anqing () when it was made the capital of Anhui. Location The
main principal of this district is Anqing Railway Station, which is

where all rail lines from Beijing to Shangqiu intersect. References
External links Anhui Government's official website
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2017-2018 Athletics Director search. The search committee,
consisting of AAC and Olympic sport representatives, will accept
applications for the position of Athletic Director until August 31,
2017. For a list of eligibility requirements, view the Page. CAA

Athletics Directors are charged with the development and
implementation of intercollegiate athletics within CAA member

institutions. Directors are responsible for the academic and
athletic well-being of student-athletes while emphasizing good
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sportsmanship. The Athletic Director is charged with working in
conjunction with other CAA office officials, campus-wide governing
boards, and the member institution. He/She supervises all sports

activities within the institution. 6d1f23a050
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